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Introduction ???

In it most Mundane Sense, Research will entail the..

Basic Steps in the Research Process

- **Identify** and **develop** your topic. Selecting a topic can be the most challenging part of a research assignment. ...
- Do a **preliminary** search for information. ...
- **Locate** materials. ...
- **Evaluate** your sources. ...
- Proceed to the **Field/Lab/Studio**....
- **Complete** research ....
- Write your **dissertation**...

However! Global Researchers need do More
Global Entities

Covenant University
RANKED 601–800

Basic Requirements

Vision – Clear Motivation
Plan – Clear and Methodical Line(s) of Action
Commitment – Dedicated Input of Resources
Evaluation – Deliberate review of Outcomes (Results)
Consistency – Repeated actions
Globally Recognized
Academic Research Method: 

The Global University Alliance Approach

- Research methods and design concepts is important to both academia and industry.
- Knowledge exchange between these two parties is both mutually beneficial.
- It is continuous, bi-directional and symmetrical.
- Different in nature but equally valuable.
- Collaborative.
- Require rigorous construction of “Artefacts” (Reference Materials)
- Engage in **Globally Relevant Researches** – Be Visionary
- Consider **Emerging Techniques and Tools** in area study
- Consider **Leading Researchers** in area study and Build **Reliable Network early**
- Work as **Global Researcher would**
Increasingly important in Education, Government, Corporation, Society, and Research; regardless your area of interest.

It is students who are our future, therefore understanding the concept of "think globally, act locally" is fundamental to our future.
Engage Personally ....Dare to Do the Unusual

- Dare to Think ... Global solutions come ONLY from globally robust mind
  - Think Solutions not Complaints
  - Be Unrestraint in knowledge acquisition
  - Be Unapologetically Fearless in taking up challenges
  - Do not wait or leave for an abstract others .. There’s no one else but you!
  - Be determined ....Global Solutions don’t become global at the outset

- Be Resoundingly critical of your output (results) and AVOID Shortcuts

...Above all Else, those aspiring to be global must start early ...
...and that’s NOW!

Omonhinminmin
Thank you for the privilege.
Further Reading:

Visit - [http://www.globaluniversityalliance.org](http://www.globaluniversityalliance.org)


"THINK GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY: PROMOTING PRESCHOOL LEARNING ABOUT OTHER CULTURES." Monica Divitini, Magnus R. Jenssen, Kristin R. Skau.


Working Toward Sustainability: Ethical Decision Making in a Technological World, section on "Thinking Globally, Acting Locally" (p. 76-78)